2011 honda element configurations

It is manufactured in United States. The car has 6 variations available for its customers. The
engine type is 2. The car has a large tank size capacity of The wheel of the vehicle's axle are
FWD driveline. The overall length of the model is The height of the vehicle is The affected
vehicles received a replacement driver air bag inflator as part of a previous Takata inflator recall
remedy or a replacement driver air bag module containing the same inflator type as a service
part. Due to a manufacturing error, in the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the
driver frontal air bag, these inflators may explode. Consequence: An explosion of an inflator
within the driver frontal air bag module may result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver,
front seat passenger or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Remedy: Honda
will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver's air bag inflator with an alternate inflator,
free of charge. Owners will be notified of the recall beginning on April 17, , however, dealers are
ready to begin repairs immediately. Honda owners may contact customer service at Honda's
number for this recall is O Acura owners may contact customer service at Acura's number for
this recall is U These vehicles are equipped with certain air bag air bag inflators assembled as
part of the frontal air bag modules, and used as original equipment or replacement equipment
such as after a vehicle crash necessitating replacement of the original air bags , may explode
due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to higher absolute humidity,
temperature and temperature cycling. Consequence: An inflator explosion may result in sharp
metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death.
Remedy: Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the passenger frontal air bag
inflator, free of charge. The recall began November 6, Owners may contact Honda customer
service at Honda's numbers for this recall are H2H and S2I. The front passenger air bag may
have been installed incorrectly during replacement. Consequence: An incorrectly installed air
bag may deploy improperly in the event of a crash, increasing the risk of injury. Remedy: Honda
will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and, if necessary, replace the passenger frontal air
bag module assembly, free of charge. The recall began June 22, Honda's numbers for this recall
are K1P, and M1O. Virgin Islands or "Zone A. The recall began February 16, Honda's numbers
for this recall are U0H, and G0I. Virgin Islands, or "Zone A. These vehicles are equipped with
certain air bag inflators assembled as part of the passenger frontal air bag modules used as
original equipment or replacement equipment. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment
of the front air bags, these inflators may rupture due to propellant degradation occurring after
long-term exposure to absolute humidity and temperature cycling. Consequence: An inflator
rupture may result in metal fragments striking the vehicle occupants resulting in serious injury
or death. Remedy: Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the front passenger air bag
inflator, free of charge. The recall bagan March Honda's numbers for this recall are KD9 and
KE0. These vehicles are equipped with certain air bag inflators assembled as part of the
passenger frontal air bag modules, and used as original equipment or replacement equipment.
The recall began June 27, The affected vehicles are equipped with a dual-stage driver frontal air
bag that may be susceptible to moisture intrusion and other factors, including manufacturing
variability that, over time, could cause the inflator to rupture. Consequence: In the event of a
crash necessitating deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with
metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury or death.
Remedy: Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver frontal air bag inflator,
free of charge. The recall began on July 1, Owners may contact Acura customer service at ,
select option 4. Note: Vehicles that have had their driver frontal air bag replaced previously as
part of a recall remedy prior to September 12, need to have their air bag replaced under this
recall as well. Vehicles that, on or after September 12, , received a remedy for a prior driver
frontal air bag inflator recall already received an inflator of a different design, and therefore are
not included in this recall and do not require additional servicing. Summary: Honda is recalling
certain model year through Element passenger vehicles equipped with an accessory trailer
hitch wiring harness. The wire that supplies power to the trailer turn signal lights was
inadvertently switched with the stop lamp wire. As a result the turn signals only illuminate when
the brake lamps are illuminated. Consequence: Without trailer turn signal illumination, the
driver's intent is not communicated, potentially increasing the risk of a crash. Remedy: Honda
will notify owners, and dealers will repair the vehicles free of charge. The safety recall began on
September 20, Owners may contact Honda at Notes: Honda's recall campaign number is S
Please enter VIN. Search Now. Home Directory Honda Honda Element. Vehicle Overview.
Vehicle Specifications year:. Get more specs. The Honda Element is an anomaly within the
compact SUV segment as the one that initiated the polarizing box-car design later used by
nameplates such as the Kia Soul and the Nissan Cube. It was introduced in soon after the late
generation CR-V on which its platform is now based. Powering either its 2WD or 4WD system is
a 2. The new Honda Element is a spacious and decently practical daily commuter. It's also a

decently capable off-road SUV, beneficial for those camping getaways. Unfortunately, marks the
final year of the nameplate's production in the USA. Most people would agree that the box-car
shape isn't the most attractive, especially for an SUV. This is the style Honda decided to accord
to the Element nonetheless. Honda formulated it to target young, single males who are sporty,
social, and well-traveled. The older generation has, however, taken more of a liking to it with
how practical its shape actually makes it. Squared front halogen headlights with DRLs are
standard-fit across the board. Between them is a prominent grille underscored by a large lower
air intake and a black bumper. Its chassis is slightly lifted for added capability, supported by
inch steel wheels with full covers on the LX or inch alloys on the EX. For , all Honda Element
models come equipped with a single powertrain composition - a 2. Outputs are rated at
horsepower and lb-ft of torque. Unfortunately, this mill isn't ideal; it's discernibly fettered by the
vehicle's proportions and weight and can be lethargic when pushed to reach higher speeds for
merging or overtaking. It develops all of its power at the top end of its rev range, so the pilot
really has to put their foot down to move anywhere quickly. Independent testers have seen the
Element clear the mph sprint in around ten seconds. Though no official rating is given for
towing, most owners agree that the Element has a max towing capacity of 1, lbs. Unlike the
Honda CR-V, which actually feels more like a regular car, the Element's size and weight have it
feel bigger than it really is on the road. This is most noticeable at higher speeds and when
maneuvering through tight corners and parking lots. With that said, however, its hydraulic
steering is surprisingly precise, delivering quick and accurate responses. In terms of ride
quality, it's reasonably comfortable in urban settings. It's very settled and soft most of the time,
which is exactly what you want from a daily commuter. It's got some mild off-roading capability,
too, but it's 4x4 setup is by no means purposed for any true 4x4 application. Its rugged exterior
and raised ride height make it ideal for campers. EPA gas mileage estimates for the Element are
relatively poor for its classification. The interior carries a purposed utilitarian yet dated
impression. It's designed for the active lifestyle and, as such, features plenty of hard-touch
materials. The layout is very simplistic and easy to gauge but the fit and finish could be better.
It's still acceptably comfortable on the inside. The floor is covered in a urethane layering and
the seats fold up to the side, making the interior easy to wash down. Outward visibility is
exceptional thanks to large windows all-round, and the boxy shape of the inside also allows for
ample passenger room throughout. The only qualm here is that there is no foot space provided
for occupants in the back. There are also several storage points and, with no 3rd-row, cargo
space is plentiful. Standard specs in the LX include a multi-function steering wheel, a driver's
seat with manual height adjustment, and manual air conditioning. Seats are upholstered with a
water-resistant FXC fabric. Front seats can fold down completely flat and the rear bench can
flip-up and is removable. Of the four specified tests that the IIHS typically use to evaluate
vehicles for their crashworthiness, the Element earned the best possible scores of Good in each
- subsequently earning it a Top Safety Pick position. You receive decent performance at the
Element's price, but that's about it. The overall aesthetic is otherwise plain and functional, while
inclusive features are minimal, as are packages and options. Unlike Honda's other cars, the
Element stands out for its polarizing styling, giving it a sense of exclusivity that actually
compounds on the brand's utilitarian ethos. It's a workable ute, one that's comfortable on-road
and semi capable off-road. It's aging, however, and there are many better SUVs in the compact
segment. This will be the last year anyone can acquire a new Element, though, so unless you're
okay settling for a used variant, buy now. Home Cars Honda Honda Element. Pros and Cons
Reasonably priced for what you get Spacious cabin and functional trunk capacity Decent
off-road ability and all-weather traction. Its powertrain is considerably lackluster Its heft and
size are noticeable when driving Very inefficient on fuel for a small SUV. Best Deals on Element.
See All Element For Sale. Honda Element Exterior Most people would agree that the box-car
shape isn't the most attractive, especially for an SUV. Engine and Transmission For , all Honda
Element models come equipped with a single powertrain composition - a 2. Handling and
Driving Impressions Unlike the Honda CR-V, which actually feels more like a regular car, the
Element's size and weight have it feel bigger than it really is on the road. Fuel Tank Capacity.
Fuel Economy. Honda Element Interior The interior carries a purposed utilitarian yet dated
impression. Honda Element Models, Equipment, and Safety Standard specs in the LX include a
multi-function steering wheel, a driver's seat with manual height adjustment, and manual air
conditioning. Honda Element Popular Comparisons. Honda Element News. Car Culture. Now
Buzzing. Change Style: Element. Change Year: Honda Element For Sale. Best Crossovers.
Honda SUVs. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. I have this car and
love it! Great gas mileage, easy to drive, easy clean because no carpet on the floors! Great gas
mileage, ton of utility. Can basically strip the thing out and make it a mini cargo van if I need to.
Kept up with routine maintenance and not a problem at k miles and a coast to coast road trip.

Perfect for every light duty job. They stopped making these. The Honda element has performed
well. It has power on acceleration and has not had any maintenance issues. It is a very
functional vehicle that has been reliable. The interior has no carpeting which works well for us
using it for cycling, kayaking, camping, etc. Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For
Sale Near Me. Select Model: LX. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb
Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features 2. Compare Models LX. Gasoline Fuel. Variable-speed front
windshield wipers. Green-tinted front glass. Multi-reflector halogen headlamps. Wide-opening
side cargo doors. Rear ventilation windows. Interior Features Cloth front bucket seats -inc:
driver seat manual height adjustment, adjustable head restraints. Cloth front bucket seats -inc:
driver seat manual height adjustment, adjustable head restraints, armrests. Removable flip-up
rear seats -inc: adjustable head restraints. FXC water-resistant front seating surfaces. Rear seat
heat ducts. Overhead storage compartment. Adjustable steering column. Steering
wheel-mounted cruise controls. Lighting -inc: dome light, map lights, cargo light.
Instrumentation -inc: tachometer, digital odometer, 2 digital trip meters. Lower instrument panel
storage compartment. Urethane-coated cargo area utility floor -inc: storage bins. Lighting -inc:
dome light, cargo light. Dual sunvisors -inc: sliding extensions. Rear window defroster. Pwr
door locks -inc: pwr tailgate lock. Front 12V aux pwr outlet. Remote entry system. Maintenance
Minder system. Side-impact door beams. Daytime running lights. Dual-stage, multiple-threshold
front airbags. Front side-impact airbags -inc: passenger-side occupant position detection
system. Rear door child safety locks. Tire pressure monitoring system TPMS. Candice F wrote
on December 30, Lucas T wrote on November 23, Sh B wrote on November 9, See All Reviews
Continue to Overview. You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account.
Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Horsepower
rpm SAE net. Torque lb-ft rpm. Redline rpm. Bore and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve
Train. Multi-Point Fuel Injection. Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer. Will vary with driving
conditions. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Unit-Body Construction. Compact Double
Wishbone Rear Suspension. Stabilizer Bar mm. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering
Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. All-Season Tires. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in.
Width in. Track in. Ground Clearance in. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Headroom in.
Legroom in. Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu. Passenger Volume cu. Seating
Capacity. Crankcase qt. Coolant System qt. Fuel gal. Required Fuel. Use for comparison
purposes only. Do not compare to models before Your actual mileage will vary depending on
how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor. Brake
Assist. Side-Impact Door Beams. Side Cargo Doors. Variable Windshield Wipers. Roof-Mounted
Antenna. Remote Entry System. Power Side Mirrors. Green-Tinted Glass. Rear Privacy Glass.
Clamshell Tailgate. Alloy Wheels. Multi-Reflector Halogen Headlights. Air Conditioning with
Air-Filtration System. Rear Ventilation Windows. Power Door and Tailgate Locks. Steering
Wheel-Mounted Controls. Adjustable Steering Column. Instrument Panel-Mounted Shifter.
Driver's and Front Passenger's Vanity Mirrors. Sliding Sun Visor Extensions. Overhead Storage
Compartment. Map Lights. Dome Light. Urethane-Coated Utility Floor. Beverage Holders, Front
and Rear. Driver- and Passenger-Side Seatback Pockets. Rear Window Defroster. Rear-Seat
Heater Ducts. Cargo Area Tie-Down Anchors 4. Cargo Area Storage Bins. Cargo Area Hooks 2.
Cargo Area Light. Center Console. Driver's Seat with Manual Height Adjustment. Adjustable
Head Restraints. Driver and Passenger-Side Armrests. Removable, Flip-Up Rear Seats.
Fold-Flat-Capable Seating. CD Text Display Capability. Backlit Gauges. Digital Odometer and
Digital Trip Meters 2. Fuel and Coolant Temperature Indicators. Low-Fuel Indicator.
Low-Oil-Pressure Indicator. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Fuel Cap Indicator. Lower
Instrument Panel Storage Compartment. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. The
other day I wrote an entry about what sorts of things can you fit in the rear cargo area of a
Honda Element along with some diagrams of the interior dimensions which you can click the
picture to the right and read. Today I thought I would show you all the different configurations
of the seats that are possible inside the Honda Element. Passenger row
b side label
camera wiring diagram
suzuki sx4 lift
fully reclined in bed mode while drivers rear is mounted up against the interior wall. Front
seats in normal driving mode while rear passenger seat is fully reclined almost like a table. This
one is full bed mode in the Honda Element SC with the full armrest and the awesome seat fabric.
You gotta hand it to the engineers who designed the interior of the Honda Element with all of its
seat configurations I wonder if there is another car on the market with such versatility? No
wonder this vehicle makes such an awesome camping and adventure van. Post your picture

and comments below! I have written another article all about the Honda Element seats and
fixing the cracked fabric and using the OEM Honda Element seat covers to customize the seats
even further. If you are interested in reading about that please click the picture to the right! This
article provides a great walk through on how to step-by-step change your Honda Element
Thermostat. Please do yourself the favor and replace this with

